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RLAMENT, TEA([UR) 	'II.ZUiJIKi , the brightly-  cole red paper 

cords on a package, are the first thing that catches the eye on 

a Japanese gift. 

Yusai Fukuyamn is a famous master of the art of tying 

Mizuhiki ornaments. For centuries, Mizuhiki were used as ties 

for elaborately braided hair. . . .unt ii shorter hair styles became 

I OP Ui a r. 

Depending on theoccasion, the color of the strings used on 

a gift package will dilfer. 

For example, the prcsc r ihO colors for an ordianry present 

are red and white. For a wedding gift, the Mizuhiki cords are 

F° 10  and silver. 

(FiVE SILVER CORDS) 	Mizuhi Li usually consist of S strings 

in a bunch. 	In tying Mizuhiki, the tension used is also important. 

For a regular package, the decorative knot is tied loosely ... to 

signify the hope that the happy occasion will he repeated. 

But for a wedding or funeral offering, tEe knot is tight. 

The implied message is that there will be no recurrence of the 

event. 



SCi1OOL, ElDERLY STUDDNTSJ 	foday, Mizuhiki are used for 

wrapping and decorating packages and Mr. Fukuama I s classes are 

lwavs crowded with cager students of the art. 

To make a Mizuhiki cord, a narrow strip of paper is rolled 

JJD Li iaona I ly from one corner.  . Tb s is plungee into water, rolled 

up ro:::e more , and then stretched tightly. 

inc strinr is next ccvcruwi th a thin layer of very oright 

celorcO paper 

(JRNDME\T 3, FI( iilhLS 	Mr. iukuyania teaches applications fur 

the Mi zuhi Li art. 
a p ictiire of a young warrior .....a golden peacock. 

Al I 	ict Ccl i ram a S mO) 1 e ma tel in 1 	paper 

3 	l:31 	:F:; 

e2 feet 	I sun 	44 sec 

1 . 	(L''iD3T, DIM LII1ILj 	Icr three years running, the Japan acence 

Museum has p1 ayed host: to a unique event. . . a robot contest, 

1re contestants 	young inventors of school and college age from 

all or or J apall 

2 	$Y1 EPH , ROEUl'SI: 	One of the contest categories this year was 

ailed the "Step Walkman" test. 	Seventeen robots competed to see 

how fast they could ci 1mb the steps. 	They were also judged on 

01 	1 aol it y of des .ign . 	The w uner was thi s h)addv Long - Legs robot 

3 . 	CAMERA RODOT) 	To t ho eeuera 1 categorr , robots of every shape 

and description were shown. There was no Jim it put on what the 

robots could do. 

This robot contains a microcomputer that can determine its 

Di rection. . . depending on cch:ich way the arrow in front of the camera 

is pontod. 
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1. 	(GRA1:1:ii'J  ROBO3 	This little 3d low may remind some people 

of a three year-old kid with a crayon. 	His name is "Graffiti Boy'' 

and he is progroamed to wr ite Japanese as well as a kindergarten 

student. 

S. 	(TWO LEGGED ROBOT) 	Here 's a replacement Sor man's best friend. 

This robot can take a walk with his master. 

This machi no was invented by a young man S ron Waseda High 

School. 

The Annual Robot Contest is a great way to encourgae budding 

II1\'entors , while at the same time ensuring everyone has a good 

time of it. 

JAPAN' S EXPRESS - WAYS 

110 icot 3 Mlil 	sec 

I. 	(CARS 	Jaran's exurusswaVs oct as a vital internal lifeline 

for the nation, linking city with city, and city with countryside. 

C [Ti AERIAL ShOT) 	And within the maj or cities, they form 

a cha iii that t i es one end of town to the other.  

(HAP 	Iodoiy, Japan has 74 major arteries, with a total 

I eath of nearly 3300 kilometers. 

(RAMP , TOLLBOOTH) 	To support and maintain these vital highway 

links , tol Is are collect od throughout 	the cxpressav system. 

3. 	li:O OLITAN EXPRESSWAY) 	The purpose ot these expressways 

is to help get drivers from here to there as easily and as quickly 

as possible. 	But with the limited space in Japan, this is no mean 

feat. 	I ri Tokyo alone, practically 7 million cars travel the roads 

ciai lv 



4, 	(SENSORS CANERAS, PHONE) 	Supersonic sensors at strategic 

points along the road count the number of cars. 

Emergency pEOULS are posted every 500 meters to help dirvers 

in distress. 

And tel ens ion cameras lining the express ay relay road 

information to the Traffic Control Center. 

S. 	(CON'I'ROL CENTER, PANEL HAl') 	Data from the supersonic sensors 

and TV cameras are analysed by computer at the Center. 

The lights on the map show the traffic situation. Green 

Lndic etes slight canoes t LOU and red means a big traffic j am. 

0. 	(SIGNODARDS , RADIO) 	Fioin the compui.cr radouts , information 

is sent to electronic signboards to tell drivers how to avoid 

badly-congested roads, and even to suggest alternate routes. 

7. 	(OVERHEAD SIGN) 	Signs I iglit up to warn drivers of dangerous 

conditions ahead. 

(RADIO STUDIO) 	Radio stations broadcast traffic reports at 

regular intervals 

(ROADSiDE WALL) 	Anti-noise pollution walls have been built 

where the expressway passes through or near :esidcnt Ia? areas. 

Speed sensors monitor the flow of traffic. 

Japan's highways are meeting the challenge of today ... and 

getting more people to more places, safely and speedily. 
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MEIJISHRINE FESTIVAL 

SP Feet 2 min 	2P soc 

(1EOPLE, ShRINE) 	The Autumn Festivai at ioKyo' s Mcii I Shrine. 

a chance for many visitors to enjoy Japan's tradi t oiiai perfoming arts. 

(A] KIDO, YARIJSAME, KENDO) 	One of the most cc] o rful events 

is the Yabusame pageant, or archery of horseback. 

A demonstration of Kendo swordsmanship. . . A show of Aiki do, 

a kind of unarmed self-defense. 

(DANCER) 	The Festival is a form of ainua I tribute to the 

Shinto gods. One way in which the gods are entertained is by 

tradit ional Japanese dance 

(BUGAKU, MUSICIA\H 	This year, Shrine visitors were treatec 

to a rare spectacle. The Imperial Household Music Department 

performed a series of nances cal lcd Bugaku... an art form that dates 

back over 1400 years. 

Legend has it that the 6th century regent Prince Shotoku 

offered a tax exemption to anyone who took up Bugaku dancing. 

Descendants of the original 6th century performers are in the 

dance company to this dna' 

Bugaku is roa 1>' like a musical museum, containing a arocious 

collection of old masterpieces from the art of dance. 

There are very few public opportunities ao see Bugaku, and 

other traditional arts that are performed on ahis occasion. 

The Mciii Shrine Festival offers a rare chance to sample a few 

of Japan's cultural treasures. 
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